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Abstract
Nonimaging or illumination optics is concerned with the efficient transfer of light from the source to the target with a
prescribed distribution of light. These criteria are fundamentally different than imaging optics, which has the metric of best
imaging through reduction of spot size. I will first introduce the illumination field through its history, a discussion of the
industry, and current research topics. Next, I present a discussion that takes nonimaging optics components from the
initial design stage through optimization to tolerancing and fabrication. The fundamental design methods are based on
the radiometric principles of étendue and skewness. These two factors, especially their invariance, provide a path to
optimal design of the illumination system. Nonimaging reflectors and lightpipes will be used to illustrate these points. I
will then introduce the complexities of nonimaging optic optimization through a few examples. Tolerancing and the
ensuing manufacture of the optics is the final step in the process. This aspect of illumination optics has received little
attention until recently. I will present methods based on experimental measurement of sources (e.g., LEDs) and ripple on
injection-molded optics (e.g., lightpipes). These measurements are then included in later modeling to improve the
acceptance rate of manufactured parts. I will end with a discussion of the future of nonimaging optics and the research I
will be conducting.
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